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Take control of the Boom this Diwali!

PTron Launches advanced version of Dual Driver Earphones - Boom 3

India, October, 17 2019: PTron Boom 3 Deep Bass Wired earphones (higher end

version of PTron Boom series) with Quad—core driver technology was launched today.

With 8mm dynamic drivers & neodymium magnets that deliver true Quad—core sound,

Boom 3 is all set to upgrade your music experience.

- PTron Boom 3 launched today at an

attractive price of Rs. 649/—

- PTron Boom 2 sells at Rs. 549/—

- The key difference between Boom 3

and Boom 2 is the ergonomic design,

better noise cancellation, strong

resilient cable & immersive sound

quality

Cutting Edge Speaker Technology of Boom 3 - The Quad—core driver technology of

Boom 3 allows for advanced filtering for better separation of frequencies from each

earpiece and provides you with a much smoother and more precise bass and treble.

With dual drivers, one can achieve audio clarity which mono—driver headphones

simply cannot provide.

PTron has been one of the most successful brands in Dual Driver technology

headphones. The first version of this earphone — Boom 2 is one of the Best Sellers on

Amazon under the wired headphones category. Boom 3 is not an upgrade or

replacement of Boom 2, but it is a higher end product ofthe Boom Series from PTron.

Boom 3 offers better noise cancellation to create an excellent background for music

with richer fullness and bigger bass. Designed with the idea of ergonomics, the



earbuds of Boom 3 with 45° oblique in-ear wearing design, conform to the natural

curve of the ears for utmost physical comfort.

Whats-more? Music and call control becomes easier with the new and advanced

Boom 3 as it comes with a built-in smart in-line controller and a high-quality

microphone. Boom 3 is available Online on Amazon.in at a special launch price of Rs.

449 during the Great Indian Festive Sale against the normal price of Rs. 649. Boom 3

is also available on PTron.in &LatestOne.com So, PTron Boom lovers, hurry up,

while stocks last!

Ameen Khwaja, Founder & CEO of PTron said, Taking forward the legacy of Boom 2,

Boom 3 is a gift to PTron fans this festive season and the proof of our continuous

effort to provide the best in terms of great audio experience at pocket-friendly prices.

The features of Boom 3 have been designed keeping in mind the choice of Gen Z and

millennials. We have sold more than 3 lacs units of Boom 2 in the last 1 year and are

confident that Boom 3 will create a new milestone, changing the way millennials and

Gen Z enjoy listening to music.
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